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"Provided that where immediately before the death of the deceased the spouse had
been married to the deceased for three years or more at that time and had been living
with the deceased in a dwelling wholly or partly included in the estate, the spouse shall
take the whole of the share of the deceased in the dwelling..." (Art. 11a/2 of the Israeli
Succession Law).
While this provision grants the spouse the respective full rights of the deceased in
the matrimonial dwelling - "full rights over the residence"1 -, the Israeli Succession
Law contains another provision stipulating only a "limited right of residence"2 to be
granted to the spouse (as well as to the children and parents of the deceased): "Where
immediately before his death the deceased owned and lived in a dwelling, his spouse,
children and parents who at that time lived there with the deceased may continue to
live there as tenants of the heirs to whose share the house falls." (Art. 115a Israeli
Succession Law) Apart from this regulation, which under certain conditions also
applies to rented dwellings3, Israeli law also comprises the concept of a right of
"provisional accommodation", which, however, other than Article 115a of the Israeli
Succession Act, is not restricted to the spouse and close relatives but is granted to
every person who had been living together with the deceased: "A person who
immediately before the death of the deceased resides with him in his dwelling, whether
the deceased was the owner or the tenant of the dwelling, is entitled to continue to
reside there for three months, or if he or she is a heir, for six months after the death of
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the deceased, and during this period he may use the common household chattels to the
extent that he had used them immediately before the death of the deceased." (Art. 108a
Israeli Succession Act)
Neither of the last two provisions referred to above will be taken into
consideration in the present survey as their specific nature does not permit any general
statements on succession law which this survey deals with; the limited right of
residence, on the one hand, is granted against consideration and can therefore not be
regarded as a "typical" right of inheritance; the right to provisional accommodation, on
the other hand, constitutes only an interim solution apparently meant to avoid social
hardship and does therefore not exclusively reflect succession law purposes. After all,
both these rights are granted also to persons other than the spouse, and the
consideration of these legal provisions in connection with legal policy issues relating
to the spouse's right of succession, which is the subject matter hereof, might create a
somewhat distorted picture.
However, legal provisions focusing on the right to continue using the matrimonial
dwelling - comparable to Article 11a of the Israeli Succession Law relevant herein have been established by numerous legal systems world-wide4; therefore the question
arises what actually are the specific international implications of the relevant Israeli
laws. We will arrive at the answer to that question if we consider the time factor (i.e.
the required minimum duration of a marriage), which constitutes - as do two further
aspects of Article 11a of the Israeli Succession Act5 - a unique feature from a
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comparative law perspective and plays a central part if viewed against the background
of international developments in relation to the spouse's right of succession. Now,
which are these developments? Firstly6, there is a world-wide tendency towards
improving the legal position of the surviving spouse7. This development is clearly
evidenced by the fact that many countries have not only abolished the concept of
granting the spouse a mere beneficial interest as his/her share in the estate and have
increased the spouse's intestate portion8, but have moreover stipulated preferential
rights of the spouse regarding the matrimonial dwelling and household chattels9.
However, not only does this development work to the disadvantage of the deceased's
kin, but it furthermore more or less contradicts another international trend10, namely
that matrimonial ties are more and more loosened by extending the possibilities for
obtaining a divorce.
These developments create some tension in the relationship between succession
law and family law structures: On the one hand, the spouse's position under succession
law is approximated to the relatives' position, whereas in family law, on the other
hand, this polarization is to some extent mitigated by the creation or extension of
possibilities for breaking up the very bonds on which the family law relationship (and
therefore intestate succession) is based.
As a consequence thereof the question might arise to what extent such valuations
in family law will affect the interpretation of succession law, i.e. whether it is possible
spouse. Whereas it is typical of most legal provisions which structurally correspond to Article 11a that a certain
"deduction" is made if the spouse makes use of his/her special residential rights, i.e. the remaining inheritance
claims are diminished (for instance in English, Irish and Australian/New South Wales law), the provision of
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to construe the provisions of succession law in a way to take into account the fact that
the relevant legal system provides for particularly extensive divorce possibilities. In
other words: Is it permitted in cases of doubt to interpret a provision of succession law
to the detriment of the spouse (and therefore to the advantage of the deceased's kin)
because owing to the extensive possibilities for divorcing, the family law bonds
between the spouse and the deceased have an inherent normative instability and are
therefore potentially less permanent than the (indissoluble) tie between the deceased
and his/her kin?
In my opinion, the answer to this question must be no, as (apart from the
exceptional case of a putative marriage provided for by Italian law11) the surviving
spouse is entitled to a share in the estate only if at the time of the death of the deceased
the spouse and the deceased had been living in a conjugal community. At this point in
time, however, the spouse and the deceased's kin are of "equal ranking" in view of the
family law tie, which is the ideological basis of hereditary succession. The normative
instability of the matrimonial bonds has not been realized owing to the very fact that
these bonds were dissolved "according to schedule"12, i.e. by the death of one spouse.
For similar reasons, the continuously increasing frequency of divorces must not be
taken into account in the present context. It will be shown later on that succession law
should de lege ferenda react to this development13: "Is it acceptable that the spouse
becomes entitled to a large intestate share if a marriage ends after only a short duration
by the death of the wealthy spouse, even though it might just as well have been
possible that the marriage had broken up only few months later on?"14 The
interpretation of lex lata does not provide us with any clues as to the relevance of such
considerations. It would result in an unacceptable level of legal uncertainty if the
attempt was made in connection with the interpretation of the spouse's right of
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inheritance to take into account the fact that "in some probability" such rights would
anyway have ceased to exist as a consequence of a divorce if only the deceased had
"lived long enough". Notwithstanding the undesirability of a collision between
succession law and family law valuations and tendencies de lege ferenda, it can
therefore not be permitted that the fact that the matrimonial tie "per se" (abstractly)
and from a factual legal perspective is less stable than the relation among blood
relatives has any impact on the interpretation of inheritance law.
Similarly, in the present context we must avoid any interference between the
spouse's position under inheritance law and the actual "quality" of the spouse's family
law relationship with the deceased, as most legal systems comprise the concept of a
person being "unworthy of succession"15, whereby it is clearly determined that not just
any odd deviation under family law but only qualified abnormalities affect the right of
succession. Any different approach would in any case be irreconcilable with the
relatives' statutory right of succession, as this is generally based on fixed structures16
and does therefore account for the circumstances of any individual case and the actual
relationship between the deceased and his/her relatives eligible as heirs only in
"standardized categories" (i.e. in case of persons deemed "unworthy of succession").
Apart from these categories, the relatives' right of succession refers to the formal
existence of kinship and not to the actual "closeness" of family bonds. Rather on the
contrary, relatives benefiting from succession per stirpes or from other hierarchical
systems will inherit from the deceased also if they have never in their lives met or
liked the deceased. This shows clearly that the "intensity" of the family bonds is of no
impact at all, and as a consequence thereof such circumstances can have no influence
on the interpretation of the law. In view of legal certainty and for the purpose of
ensuring a uniform legal system, no different criteria may therefore be applied to the
spouse's right of succession. The actual state of the marriage must not be taken into
account, and even the fact that a marriage was ripe for a divorce at the time of the
death of the deceased, which would be a circumstance "relevant under family law",
must be ignored for the purpose of interpreting the provisions of succession law.
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Nevertheless, what does seem worthy of consideration - and this takes us back to
the major issue of the present survey and the importance of Israeli law in this respect is the question whether de lege ferenda the determination of the intestate portion
should not at least depend on the duration of the marriage and thereby take into
account the above described development, namely that both factually and normatively,
matrimonial bonds continue to become weaker whereas the spouse's rights of
inheritance are becoming stronger. In subjecting the spouse's special rights in respect
of the matrimonial dwelling to the requirement of a minimum duration of the marriage,
Israeli law suggests a possibility for introducing the element of time into succession
law relating to spouses. The considerations in respect of German law already referred
to above which aim at linking the amount of the spouse's intestate portion to the
duration of the marriage17 thereby gain international dimensions. The suggestion of a
time-dependent progression of the spouse's rights of inheritance may at first sight still
seem radical. On the other hand, if a marriage (as for instance under Austrian law) can
be divorced (by mutual consent) only after a certain period of time has elapsed (Art.
55a Marriage Act) and if maintenance after divorce to some extent relates to the
duration of marriage (Art. 68a Marriage Act), why should not also the spouse's rights
of inheritance (or at least the extent of such rights) depend on the requirement that the
marriage had lasted for a certain minimum period of time? It may be correct that the
determination of the actual progression (e.g. only 50% of the intestate share if the
marriage had lasted for less than one year) is a difficult affair18 and may seem arbitrary
to some extent19, however, that is inherent in the nature of each fixed period of time
the lapse of which causes certain claims to arise or to expire. Nevertheless all legal
systems prescribe such fixed periods. Therefore, at least against the background of
basic legal structures there can be no objections to the introduction in succession law
of fixed periods for determining the extent to which the surviving spouse will be
entitled to an intestate share (or legitimate portion). From a legal policy perspective,
such fixed periods would - as already outlined above - seem rather a worthy issue of
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discussion as they could serve for mitigating the above described collision between the
developments in family law on the one hand and in succession law on the other. If
these ideas should ever be realized, the credit for having shown the right way by
determining time-dependent restrictions in connection with the acquisition of rights of
inheritance by the surviving spouse would be due to Israeli law.
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